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On September 1, the task force for the bipartisan Health Care Cost Savings Act HB 19-1176 released their report
on comparing health care systems: what we have now, a multi payer universal health care system, and a single
payer universal health care system. Their report and the 91-page study by the Colorado School of Public Health
was shared with all of you.
It showed unequivocally that a single payer system would cover everyone under 65, cost billions less, improve
care, level the playing field, and have positive social impacts, including increasing employment. It is a win-winwin system.
You now have the tools to move forward and help fix our broken health care system. No longer do almost
3,500 Coloradans need to die yearly from treatable disease. No longer will Coloradans need to choose between
bankruptcy and death.
You have many options for implementing this, such as a referred measure. If you ignore this solution, people will
continue to suffer and die needlessly. There is no need to reinvent the wheel: this has been done in innumerable
countries, and Canada implemented their system province by province. Colorado can be the leader in solving
our health care here, first.
We at the Colorado Foundation for Universal Health Care are happy to discuss this further with you. In fact, we
have a potential draft for legislation, which has been received positively by our allies.
Please move forward on this. We are in a health care crisis which has been present for years, and has been
amplified by the COVID-19 pandemic. Health care should be about providing care, not denying care to
maximize profit for the few.
Too many Coloradans are driven into poverty paying for health care. This is even more true for people of color.
Both in Colorado and nationally, how we pay for health care drives severe economic and racial injustice. In the
chart on the back, you can see that Black Coloradans die at even higher rates of things health care could have
cured. While expanding Medicaid clearly helped the experience of Black Coloradans, we must do better. Again,
this was true even before COVID.
It’s time to be bold. Patchwork approaches, though seemingly more doable, just won’t get us there.
We call on the Colorado Legislature to refer a measure to the ballot so the voters of Colorado can choose a
single, publicly funded, privately delivered way to pay for our health care. A vastly simpler system can save
on overhead, and have the heft to negotiate fair drug and hospital charges.
We call on Governor Polis, who ran a campaign that included universal health care, to fully support the
Colorado nonprofit single payer solution that the study shows is the only way to help us all that costs far
less.
The Health Care Cost Savings Act Task Force report summary – Read the 7-page summary of the report –
shows what countless studies show is inevitable. One single nonprofit payer for health care gets us there.
Be bold on health care and act on the solution that’s right before your eyes—before any more of us keel over.
Thank you.
~The team at CO4UHC
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Almost 3,500 Coloradans die every year from causes treatable with health care
And that was before COVID
We can and must do better!
The math:
Rate: 61.9 per 100,000 Coloradans in 2017
Which means:
61.9 X 55 (2017 Colorado population – 5,550,000) = 3,404 Coloradans each year.
Colorado bests the national rate of 84.5 per 100,000 in 2017 for the United States, which translates into
275,000 deaths in that year. We CAN and MUST do better.

